Article 3 - Stockpile destruction and retention

Does not have cluster munition stockpiles

Article 4 - Clearance and risk reduction education

Does not have any contamination in areas under its jurisdiction or control

Article 5 - Victim assistance

Does not have cluster munition victims

Article 6 - International cooperation and assistance

Has requested assistance on National Implementation Measures

Article 7 - Transparency measures

Initial transparency report was submitted on 4 March 2024

Annual reports submitted covering:

Article 9 - National implementation measures

Has not enacted specific legislation to implement the CCM

Focal point contact details

Capital
Mrs O.M. Mustapha: olumorenike@gmail.com
Mr. Olorunkosebi Olusegun: segunemperor@yahoo.com

Focal point contact details

Geneva
Mr. Anreti Damazio: anretidamazio19geneva@gmail.com